
Column 
  
       During a lecture on Christ and popular culture, the speaker asked if we 
had seen a certain movie. Over one-half of the hands of those present went 
up. Mine was not one of them. 
  
       More as a funny aside, he continued, "Two times?" A few hands went 
up. "Three times?" Two or three hands were raised. "More than three times." 
One young man raised his. When queried about how many times he had seen 
the movie, he said, 27. 
  
       At this point, the presenter said, "Brother, I think we need to have a 
conversation about time management after class." 
  
       What we do with our time matters. Paul in Romans 12:2, writes: "And 
do not be conformed to this world, but be transformed by the renewing of 
your mind, so that you may prove what the will of God is, that which is good 
and acceptable and perfect." 
  
       What Paul calls the renewal of our minds requires making choices, 
putting away some activities and taking on others. 
  
       I recently came upon a list of the latter. Entitled "Take Time for Ten", it 
includes: 
  
       1. Take time to work: it is the price of success. 
  
       2. Take time to think: it is the source of power. 
  
       3. Take time to play: it is the secret of youth. 
  
       4. Take time to read: it is the foundation of knowledge. 
  
       5. Take time to worship: it is the highway of reverence and washes the 
dust of earth from our eyes. 
  
       6. Take time to help and enjoy friends: it is the source of happiness. 
  
       7. Take time to love: it is the one sacrament of life. 
  



       8. Take time to dream: it hitches the soul to the stars. 
  
       9. Take time to laugh: it is the singing that helps with life's load. 
  
       10. Take time to plan: it is the secret of being able to have time to take 
time for the first nine things. 
  
       The world around us is always trying to squeeze us into its mould. 
Perhaps, these 10 simple suggestions can help us to begin moving in the 
opposite direction . . . in the direction of renewed minds, which lead to 
renewed lives and a renewed world. 
  
       O Thou who art the Light of the minds that know thee, the Life of the 
souls that love thee, help us so to know thee that we may truly love thee, so 
to love thee that we may fully serve thee, whom to serve is perfect freedom; 
through Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen. (Forward Movement Prayer) 
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